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Background. The aim of this study is to objectively evaluate the quality of cementation by a novel method called the cementation
index and assess its utility as a predictor of failure.Materials and Methods. Fifty elbows with primary Coonrad-Morrey total elbow
replacement were included.The quality of cementing was assessed by novelmethods, the vertical and horizontal cementation index,
which were statistically evaluated as predictors of failure. The mean period of followup was 8.08 ± 2.95 years (range: from 5.08 to
10.25 years). Results. The mean vertical cementation index of the humerus (vCIH) was 1.22 ± 0.28 and that of the ulna (vCIU)
was 1.10 ± 0.18. Radiolucent zones were noted in two cases in the humerus with a horizontal cementation index of 0.21 and 0.14,
respectively. Both of the cementation indices were not found to be statistically significant predictors of failure (𝑃 > 0.05). The
five-year survival rate was 94%.Discussion and Conclusion. The cementation index, being a ratio, reduces the confounding effect of
taking radiographs in different positions of the limbwith differentmagnification in followup radiographs. It is an easy and objective
method of assessment of cementation, the results of which need to be validated by a larger study.

1. Introduction

Total elbow replacement is used in the reconstruction of
elbows afflicted by rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and
trauma. There has been a significant improvement in out-
come with changes in the implant design, from the initial
linked and fully constrained prostheses to the present-day
unlinked and linked, semiconstrained implants. Linked pros-
theses, like the Coonrad-Morrey implant, have been reported
to have better long-term functional outcomes than unlinked
implants, like the Souter-Strathclyde prosthesis [1, 2]. Aseptic
loosening is one of the most common causes of failure of the
prosthesis in the long term [3, 4]. Inadequate cementing has
been established to contribute to this complication [5, 6].The
aim of this study is to objectively evaluate cementation by
a novel method called the cementation index and assess its
utility as a predictor of failure.

2. Materials and Methods

Fifty elbows (forty-seven patients), wherein primary total
elbow replacement was performed, were included in the

study. The Coonrad-Morrey type III prosthesis was used
in all cases. The mean age of the patients was sixty-seven
years (range from thirty-two to eighty-eight years).Themale:
female ratio was 20 : 30 elbows.The procedurewas performed
on the dominant limb in thirty-five elbows and on the right-
hand side in thirty-one elbows. The data was retrospectively
obtained from clinical case record and radiographs. The
diagnoses and indications of surgery are shown in Table 1.
The postoperative radiographs were evaluated for the ver-
tical cementation index, calculated by dividing the length
of the cement mantle by the length of the humeral and
ulnar components separately, and the horizontal cementation
index, which was calculated by dividing the length of the
radiolucent zone greater than 1mm, if present, seen at the
cement-bone interface, by the total length of the cement-bone
interface.The vertical cementation index is shown in Figure 1.
The followup data included condition of the surgical wound,
infection, neurological deficit, range ofmovement, stability of
the prosthesis in axial compression and varus/valgus stress,
severity of pain, shift of the implant tip, and failure of the
prosthesis.Multiple logistic regression analysis of age, gender,
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Figure 1: Vertical cementation index.
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Figure 2: Distribution of vertical cementation index.

diagnosis, side operated upon, limb dominance, and cemen-
tation index as predictors of failure was done. The functional
and radiological outcomewas classified according toMorrey’s
classification [5].Themean period of followupwas 5.08±2.95
years (range from 2.08 to 10.25 years). The mean operative
time was 119.08 ± 18.46 minutes (range from 70 to 186
minutes).

3. Results

Failure of the implant was seen in four cases. The reasons for
failure are shown in Table 2. Multiple logistic regression anal-
ysis showed that age, gender, side operated upon, dominance
of limb, and diagnosis were not significant predictors of
failure (𝑃 > 0.05). The mean vertical cementation index of
the humerus (vCIH) was 1.22 ± 0.28 (range from 0.7 to 2.1)
and that of the ulna (vCIU) was 1.10 ± 0.18 (range from
0.77 to 1.72). The distribution of the two indices is shown in
Figure 2. Radiolucent zones were noted in two cases in the
humeruswith a horizontal cementation index of 0.21 and 0.14,
respectively. Both the vertical and horizontal cementation
indiceswere not found to be statistically significant predictors

Table 1: Diagnoses and indications for surgery.

Diagnosis∗ Indication for surgery∗

Rheumatoid arthritis—29 (58) Pain—36 (72)
Osteoarthritis—5 (10) Instability—5 (10)
Haemophilia—2 (4) Comminution—8 (16)
Acute myeloid leukemia—2 (4) Tumor—1 (2)
Plasmacytoma of distal humerus—1 (2)
Trauma—11 (22)
∗The values are the number of elbows with the percentage in parenthesis.

of failure (𝑃 > 0.05). The implant that failed due to aseptic
loosening has a vertical cementation index of 1.8 and a
horizontal cementation index of 0.21. The five-year survival
rate was 94%.The final results were good in thirty-six elbows,
fair in eight elbows, and poor in five elbows.

4. Discussion

TheCoonrad-Morrey prosthesis is an inherently stable linked
stemmed implant, due to its toggle-hinge mechanism of
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Table 2: Reason for failure.

Reason for failure Number of elbows Survival in years
Aseptic loosening 1 7.4

Deep infection 2 0.583
0.666

Periprosthetic fracture of
the humerus 1 0.916

articulation. Its design has had significant changes in form,
articulation, and coating since its introduction in the 1970s.
The first design had a high rate of aseptic loosening which
was attributed by the designers of the implant and in
subsequent series by other authors to inadequate cementation
[5, 6]. They put forth the opinion that the constraint in the
articulating mechanism and the posterosuperiorly directed
vector forces acting on the elbow contributed to loosening
[5, 7]. The relatively larger size of the ulnar component
in comparison with the ulnar medullary cavity has been
postulated to result in inadequate cementation in the ulna [8].
The incidence of aseptic loosening has reduced significantly
since the introduction of the anterior flange in the humeral
component which can accommodate a bone graft, with
some series reporting 100% five-year survivorship of the
implant [2]. There have also been changes in the type of
titanium coating of the implant and the introduction of
the pin-in-pin articulation. Corradi et al. [6] reported a
15-year survivorship of 92.4%. There have been reports of
ulnar component loosening in literature due to improper
placement of the ulnar component and its impingement on
the anterior humeral flange [9]. Morrey et al. [5] believed that
inadequate cementation was the cause of aseptic loosening in
seven of the eleven cases, which were revised for loosening
of the implants. Likewise, Corradi et al. [6] reported one
case of inadequate cementation of the ulna, which resulted
in loosening and revision, seventeen months after the index
procedure. Similarly, Schneeberger et al. [9] also noted inade-
quate cementation in two humeral components and one ulnar
component, resulting in loosening of one humeral and one
ulnar component. They opined that the antegrade method
of cementing resulted in an inadequate cement mantle and
recommended a retrogrademethod of cementation. Aldridge
III et al. [3] noted that the cementation was inadequate in one
case and marginal in another. However, this did not result
in loosening of the implants. Similarly, Prasad and Dent [2]
did not observe any aseptic loosening and reported a 100%
survivorship at five years. In our series, we noted a compa-
rable five-year survivorship of the implant. The functional
and radiological outcome which was classified according to
Morrey’s classification [5] was good in a majority of cases in
our series. This classification took into account the presence
of pain, range of movement, radiological changes like lysis
and change in the position of the implant tip, and removal
or revision of implants. A painless elbow with a functionally
useful range of movement of 100∘ [7] was achieved in most
cases.

Morrey et al. [5] classified the adequacy of cementation
as adequate, marginal, and inadequate based on whether the

cement mantle crossed the tip of the prosthesis and the width
of the radiolucent zone at bone-cement interface. According
to this classification, a case with 10% coverage of the implant
and one with 90% coverage would both be classified as
inadequate cementation, since both of the mantles would not
have crossed the tip of the prosthesis. However, one would
expect that the clinical outcome of 10% cement coverage
would be different from 90% coverage. The cementation
index is a novel and objective method of assessment of the
coverage of the implant with cement, which circumvents this
limitation by providing a numerical value to the degree of
cementation of the implant. Since it is a ratio, the effect of
taking radiographs in different positions of the limb with
different magnification in followup radiographs is reduced,
thus ensuring comparability. It is very easy to perform,
especially with the new computer based imaging systems.The
horizontal component of the index has been validated for
assessment of the quality of cementing in the femur [10]. It
was not found to be a statistically significant predictor of fail-
ure in the present study.This resultmay not be representative,
considering the relatively small number of elbows included in
the study. Unlike hip and knee replacements, where a larger
number of cases are operated upon, most series of total elbow
replacement have between forty to seventy cases. A larger
study involving multiple centres would provide adequate
number of cases to validate the utility of the cementation
index as a predictor of failure.

5. Conclusion

Cementing techniques contribute to the stability and the
long-term outcome of the total elbow prostheses.The cemen-
tation index is an easy, reproducible, and objective method
of assessment of the adequacy of cementation in stemmed
prostheses, the results of which need to be validated by a
larger study.
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